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Ideas for use:
1. Set up the set of 4 “tent” cards on a table
and have students place each object card (or
actual objects) in front of the correct article.
2. Give each student one of the 8 article cards.
Hold up one object card at a time, and have
students who have an appropriate article hold
up their article card.
3. Give each student a set of 4 article cards and
call out any noun. Have each student hold up
the appropriate article card. Repeat...
4. Allow students to match object and article
cards during “free” time. Have them record
the article - noun pairs they create.
5. Give students one article card and have
them find all matching object cards.
6. Use object cards alone for vocab practice.
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Cut individual cards out along outside solid lines. Fold along center line so
that pictures are on the outside. Fold inward along dotted lines. Stand up
little “tent” cards with tabs facing down upon the table as a base.

